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To find out about offers in your location, please go to the local Mercedes-Benz website. Visitors
from the U. Efficient driving pleasure: EQA is the name of the new entry-level model to the
all-electric world of Merce Discover the current vehicle models from Mercedes-Benz: Passenger
vehicles, vans, trucks and buses. The G-Class is a car built for stories. Discover its adventurous
anecdotes from all over the world. With the G manufaktur's individualisation program, the
choice of materials and colours is almost limitless. From sporty design to a dashboard packed
with high-tech features: the new GLA ticks all the boxes. Here you can download the
Mercedes-Maybach S-Class as a wallpaper or browse through our picture gallery. Our team
principal Ian James is always looking for new inspiration for his team. So in this podcast he
meet Discover all about racing and our drive for lifestyle, sustainab Today his name also lives
on in the Mercedes Future model generations will become a multi-sensory experience with
selectable soundscapes and intuitively A strong story about traditional Mexican handicraft and
the transformation of the G-Class into a masterpiec It is time for a new era. Join us on major
steps into a world of progressive luxury and innovation, design An assistant for the driver and
front passenger who is constantly learning, thanks to artificial intelligen Here you can download
the CLA d Shooting Brake as a wallpaper or browse through our picture gallery. Check your
range, find a parking space, make a service appointment â€” all this is possible with the
Mercedes Imagine if you could check your range via app, or lock your doors and sunroof. Or
find a parking space. The designers at Mercedes-Benz are reconciling tradition and modernity in
designing the cars for the future Discover the multifaceted world of the G-Class and be inspired
by the values that this exceptional off-road All of the current Mercedes-Benz sporting events at
a glance: You can find reports about the most important Mercedes-Benz Classic: Experience
milestones and enjoy emotional insights into the history of the inventor As a pioneer of the
automobile, we seek innovations which provide for pleasant, safe and resource-friendly The
Marco Polo is a premium camper van. It is perfect for adventurers who want to travel in style.
The G 63 AMG 6X6 embodies a perfect synthesis of uncompromising extravagance and
technical perfection. Mercedes-Benz Trucks offers the right solution for the light-duty,
medium-duty and heavy-duty truck segment The Mercedes-Benz Museum is the only museum in
the world that can document in a single continuous timeline Mercedes-Benz provides innovative
vans with reliable quality and safety: Citan, Vito and Sprinter have the The E-Class Saloon and
Estate have undergone a comprehensive update as the first representatives of this mo The
Mercedes-Maybach G Landaulet is a masterpiece and surely the most exclusive form of stylish
open-to The new Mercedes-Maybach S-Class expresses the brand-typical experience of
sophisticated luxury. Check it o Bernhard Langer, two-time major winner in golf, explains all the
basics of the sport in this five-part seri The S-Class stands for the fascination of
Mercedes-Benz: legendary and traditional. Watch the test drive vi As a mobility service provider,
Mercedes-Benz develops sustainable concepts for many aspects of mobility. For 20 years,
Mercedes-Benz has supported Laureus Sport for Good, and we have believed that sport
powerfull Is it ready for the streets? Check it out. The new S-Class is more than just a car. Pizza
or popcorn? One family, one home, one journey around the world. They have chosen to live
their dream of an alternative Enjoy our new Mercedes-Benz Original Series. In this new series,
Fred and Tommy will introduce you to some Check it out and be ex Die
Kraftstoffverbrauchswerte wurden auf Basis dieser Werte errechnet. Deutsch Deutsch English
English. Company Vehicles. What are you looking for? Digital World Premiere of the new
C-Class. Learn more. The new EQA: This is for a new generation. The true colours of Mexico.
The history of the S-Class. To the special. Welcome to the Mercedes-Benz international website.
Bring me to my local website. The new EQA. Florian Ambrosius tests the new E-Class.
Mercedes-Benz Vehicle Overview. One car. Many stories. G manufaktur. The new EQA combines
efficient driving excitement with outstanding suitability for everyday use. The new GLA.
Presented by Sarah Elsser. Discover, experience and relax at the Formula E. Stoffel Vandoorne.
Mercedes-EQ Silver Arrow Nyck de Vries. Get to know him. Ian James. Electric mobility turns
into an acoustic experience. Our Team Principal is excited for the new challenge. Time for a new
era: The new EQS. Leonie von Hase tests the new GLB. We have collected exciting facts and
figures and provide you with interesting insights. Discover the new Mercedes me App
generation. The new generation of Mercedes me Apps. G-Class world. The new
Mercedes-Maybach S-Class. Mercedes me. The new Mercedes-Maybach. Mercedes-Benz
Classic: Classics, festivals and milestones. Mercedes-Benz: Innovation. Sprinter and Marco
Polo â€” the perfect companions for almost Passenger Cars. Mercedes-Benz Museum Stuttgart
â€” years of history. Experience exclusivity and individuality, elegant design and first-class
standard of finish. Let the fashion, lifestyle, art, adventure and culture that you will find here
inspire you. The reliable business partner: the vans from Mercedes-Benz. The G-Class Squared.
The new A-Class. Just like you. Find out more about the A-Class. The history of the

Mercedes-Benz S-Class. Discover the different model series of over years of Mercedes-Benz
S-Class. The new E-Class. The new S-Class. The new S-Class can be experienced with all the
senses while offering numerous innovations. The new Mercedes-Maybach G Landaulet. The
exterior design of the new Mercedes-Maybach S-Class. Basics with Bernhard. The new EQV:
The first electric premium van. The new EQV combines zero local emissions, high functionality
and space for up to eight persons. Take a look at our making-of and get an insight into how
these impressive shots were made. Plug-in hybrids: Myth or fact? This series examines whether
prejudices against plug-in hybrid vehicles are true or a myth. The new eScooter â€” Last
zero-emissions mile. What drives a hero? Off-road with the DLRG lifeguards. Jan Frodeno â€”
What makes a real star? Cares for what matters: The new S-Class. How one family travels the
world in a truck. Mercedes me Adapter: Installation and activation. This video shows you how to
get the Mercedes me Adapter and the app ready in five easy steps. EQC: Final heat testings.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I purchased this beautiful
Cadillac from Champion and the experience was easy, hassle free, and pleasurable. They
started with a great price, found me good financing then better financing. When the car was
picked up they noticed a small issue and repaired it right there. The warranty, payments and
detailing of the vehicle were impeccable. I do not write reviews often, but seriously felt
compelled to say this was the best experience I have EVER had buying a car. Komal Snait is an
excellent car salesman and financial advisor, very experienced, knowledgeable, and easy to
communicate with. He went into depth with all the details on financing and loan options. He did
not hide any details about the purchase. Also, I came back to Champion Used Auto Sales to
finalize the deal and he offered financial advice on paying off the loan early. Would highly
recommend the dealer and Komal to anyone in the market for a used car. I had a fantastic
experience here. They were very friendly and understanding when I said I couldn't make a
purchase that day. My new car is coming today. It's being delivered. Friendly guy. Low
pressure. Unfortunately, the car wasn't in as good of condition as the photos made it appear,
and the car wasn't detailed. According to my euro mechanic, it was going to be a couple
thousand to fix it up. I did look at a couple other cars while I was there. The dealership
responded back to me as stating that the vehicle was sold already I then thanked him for
responding back to me. While looking for vehicles online, I came across the Accord this
dealership had listed on Cargurus. It had the vehicle listed with no accidents reported. Explains
the real reason why the vehicle is listed so cheap. The staff was friendly, helpful, honest and no
pressure whatsoever. We got a great value and left there feeling like we made friends and we
are part of the family. We highly recommend Top Gun Auto Sales! Lied and said it was sold had
my women call and they said it was available so they gave me the run around would not
recommend they are true snakes and liars. Very efficient Great repirts. Frank was really easy to
work with. He even allowed us to take the car to a mechanic to have it checked up. Highly
recommend this dealership. I dealt with Julio and David. Both were outstanding people. Did not
make a deal but was giving a great deal with no pressure to buy. Very professional and
courteous. They tried to help me but I didn't see the original vehicle because it was sold before I
arrived. Johnny at iNetwork Auto Group was excellent to deal with. There was no pressure from
the staff at the dealership to rush the deal, and Johnny went out of his way to answer questions
and provide video of the car. They offered an insulting trade price. Salesman did not get back to
me about the trade in. Never called. Just email. They work with me well. Not shure if inspection
was done? Had to replace wiper blades before I drove home. Great salesmen covered
everything. On The Road Auto does not give you pricing out the door or detailed pricing when
you ask for it online, only when you show up in person. Was very unhappy about them. The
negative reviews about them seem to be spot on. The reading he mentioned and the reflected
on the vehicle is different. He posted pictures which are good only and the vehicle smells bad
inside. I drove 90 minutes to test drive this vehicle after settling on a price. Sat down in it and
found that it had 20, miles more than listed. Employee apologized but later a salesman texted
me to say that they had two of the same vehicles on the lot and I left too soon. Two white
manual Jettas at one small dealership. More like false advertising. I would encourage others to
get picture evidence of mileage before anything else. Refined and powerful engines,
comfortable and competent suspensions and leading build quality make the Mercedes-Benz
E-Class a solid choice for an executive vehicle. A deceivingly low entry price that jumps quickly
as options are clicked and the lack of more transmission options are small negatives for the
E-Class. The Mercedes-Benz E-Class has something for everyone â€” who is willing to pay for
it. The sedan is an incredibly versatile vehicle, able to do family duty, touring duty and sport
duty with equal panache, and for those who want something a little more focused, the coupe,
convertible, AMG and turbodiesel options leave little to want. Walking around the E-Class,
sitting inside, every line seems to be sharp and straight. A closer look reveals the truth,

because the E-Class is a study in juxtaposition. Sports-car performance tempered with ultra
luxury. You choose â€” sedan, coupe, estate, convertible or diesel â€” the E-Class can offer it
all. The E-Class is powered by one of no less than four engines, depending on the trim chosen,
including a diesel option. Starting with the E, buyers will be treated to a 3. Peak power for this
engine comes at 6, rpm for hp and 2, for torque, providing a wide and versatile powerband that
reacts well to aggressive throttle or subtle changes. E trims get two extra cylinders and a lot
more hp in the form of a 5. This can be explained by the overall girth of the E, with a curb weight
that peaks near 4, pounds. Regardless the 5. For a more unique power delivery system, look to
the 3. That means a stupid amount of power almost immediately available from a refined
turbodiesel engine that will do little to remind you of the diesel offerings of the previous
generation. Mercedes handed over engine responsibility to AMG to produce its first engine from
scratch for the company â€” a monster 6. For anyone courageous enough to exploit maximum
power, this means a 4. It was designed primarily as a racing engine, but also for use in special
versions of Mercedes automobiles. It feels it. A 7-speed automatic transmission is the sole
offering for all available engines and configurations. Adjustments to the suspension and more
importantly the steering have made this latest-generation E-Class a better example of German
handling. The best example would be an E sedan with its electronic air suspension, providing
real-time inputs and changes to the suspension based on speed and driver input. It absorbs
nearly all bumps, lumps and bruises without making the driver aware, but can still rise to the
level of performance needed when you start pushing. Thankfully, even the stiffer suspensions
available in the Sport and AMG Performance packages manage to blend handling and ride
quality with impressive grace, never letting you down in a corner while also not registering
every little ripple. The E-Class benefits much from the hand-me-downs of its bigger brother the
S-Class, benefiting from much of the tech and luxury that have debuted there. While some still
complain about the complexity of the COMAND system, which manages both audio and
navigation functions, the system is well-designed and easy to operate while driving, after the
initial configuration. Build quality and materials remain consistent however, and are both at the
top of the class. Metal and wood accents are especially helpful in raising the overall ambiance,
as is the ambient LED lighting in the sedan. Seating is spacious and comfortable in the sedan,
but becomes increasingly limited in the coupe and convertibles. Whereas space is abundant
front and back in the sedan with regard to both head- and legroom, headroom becomes sparse
up front in the coupe or convertible, and both are at a premium in the rear. The headroom issue
at least can be combated by lowering the power soft top, which drops in less than 20 seconds at
speeds up to 25 mph. Safety has always been a top priority for Mercedes, and it shows in its list
of standard safety features. All E-Class trims come standard with traction and stability control
as well as four-wheel antilock discs with brake assist. Convertibles instead get front
curtain-sides alone. While the design of the E-Class has been slightly divisive, overall build and
material quality have created no such problems. The E-Class remains a leader in both
categories here and similarly comfort also remains a strong point. In fact, with the changes that
have been made to the suspension and steering, overall ride comfort has increased in recent
years, not to mention handling in general, attracting new owners to the brand. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: jmiller CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available.
Request Information. Authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? This page is for
personal, non-commercial use. Autoblog accepts vehicle loans from auto manufacturers with a
tank of gas and sometimes insurance for the purpose of evaluation and editorial content. Like
most of the auto news industry, we also sometimes accept travel, lodging and event access for
vehicle drive and news coverage opportunities. Our opinions and criticism remain our own â€”
we do not accept sponsored editorial. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we
keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for
you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we
promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog.
Jonathon Ramsey. Share 0 Comments. View All Specs. The theatrical start-up sequence is akin
to Nostromo rousing to life at the beginning of Alien. At idle there's a constant, low grumble, as
if someone's running a Harley in the tr
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unk. We awoke to a sheriff tapping on the window, requesting our ID and wanting "to make
sure you're all right. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View
More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info.
We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how
to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name.

